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Introduction

 A deep-seated gravitational slope deformation (DGSD) is a gravity-

induced process affecting large portions of slopes evolving over very long 

periods of time.

 Primarily as shearing-related gravitational deformation are not well 

characterized in comparison to tectonic faults. Tectonic faults have been 

studied for many years, and fault-related or simply fault rocks have been 

well characterized.

 This study focuses on observations of geological structures formed by 

gravitational slope deformation of a shale dip-slope and revealed in high-
quality drill cores.
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Study area

 The studied site is in the north 

of the Kii Peninsula of central 

Japan.

 A number of deep-seated 
catastrophic landslides were 

caused by typhoon Talas in 

2011.

Yoshino River
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Methodology

 Drill cores #1, #2, and #5 are 
undisturbed continuous cores 
(9 cm in diameter) with 100% 
recovery.

 Three high-quality drill cores 
(#1, #2, and #5), collared 
along a slope line, were 
analyzed for evidence of 
slope deformation.

 Drill hole walls in all three 
holes were observed using a 
borehole TV system.
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 the slope is underlain by shale and sandstone, with subordinate 

greenstone, limestone, and chert.

Geological cross-section in 3 boreholes
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Result

 Observed brittle deformation features were classified into the 

following five classes: I ,C, J1, J2,D, and P.

Classification of brittle deformation

Intact (I): crack spacing of >10 cm. Cracked (C): crack spacing of <10 cm 

with no relative displacement

or rotation between rock fragments.
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Result

Classification of brittle deformation

Jigsaw-1 (J1): crack spacing of <10 cm with rock 

fragments displaced and rotated with respect to 

each other, although original rock continuity can 

be reconstructed.

Jigsaw-2 (J2): crack spacing of <10 cm with rock 

fragments

displaced and rotated with respect to each 

other 

but the original  rock continuity is observable over 

>50% of the zone.
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Result
Classification of brittle deformation

Disintegrated (D): rocks are brecciated, forming 

disintegrated fragments of various sizes with little 

evidence of their original continuity.

Pulverized (P): rocks are pulverized and are rich in 

clay fractions and

contains visible rock fragments with a maximum 

diameter of ~1 cm.
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Result

 An example of the transition between J1 and J2 classes is marked 

by exfoliation of shale along the foliation and displacement and 
rotation of fragments relative to one another.

Drill core characteristics

Transition from J1 to J2 at 

a depth of 62 m in drill 

hole #2.

NE-dipping foliation in the 

lower part , dipping to the 

SW in the middle core, 

before again dipping to 

NE in the upper core

indicating the axial 

sections of a gravitational 

buckle fold.
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Result

 Transitions between the above brittle deformation features were 

generally gradual, without sharply defined fracture surfaces.

Drill core characteristics

Core surface
cut surface: Transition between

J1and D zone.

D: close-up of the square area outlined in C. 
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Result

 Zone D rocks were characterized by the heterogeneous 

disintegration of rock fragments, some of which had a jigsaw-fit

texture, with minor rotations and relative displacements.

Drill core characteristics12



Result

 Fracture opening caused by shearing in a zone of intact 

rock within drill hole #5 depth 85.9 m (borehole camera).

Drill core characteristics
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Result

 The shallow portion of the middle 

and upper part of the slope, to a 

depth of 50 m was classified as J1 

to D zones, with local P zone rocks.

 A 20–50-m-thick zone dominated

by J1 zone was located in the

lowest portion of the slope.

 The deepest part of the slope was

occupied by zone I rocks that
were overlain by C and D zone
rocks.

Drill core characteristics

Thin D zone 

were located in

below the top 

of zone I

A 13-cm-thick J2 

zone was located 

3 m below the top 

of zone I 
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Result

 Distribution of D and P zones in the

three drill holes discussed in this study.

 These zones were seemingly randomly 

distributed, We assumed that the 20–30 

m depth D zones were connected 

between drill holes #5 and #2,and  D 
and P zones were also concentrated at 

a depth of 60–70 m in drill hole #2, and 

40–50 m in drill hole #1.

 Indicated that the D and P zones 

identified here were intermittent across , 

so the slope  not formed a through-

going continuous master sliding zone. 

Drill core characteristics15



Discussion

 The characteristic features of brittle deformation seen in the drill cores 

can be compared with the general features of tectonic faults

(Gravitational deformation) 
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Discussion

 Zones D and P ; they may later coalesce to develop through-going 

sliding zones.

 In this study area , indicated that the D and P zones identified here had 

not formed a through-going continuous master sliding zone. 

 Intact rock at a depth of 85.9 m in the drill hole #5 had been sheared 

to produce opening fractures, with D and J2 zones being located 

within intact rock at a corresponding depth to the opening-associated 

shearing identified in drill holes #2 and #1. This suggested that 

gravitational slope deformation-related shear zones propagate 
downwards in a stepwise manner, This propagation may relate to 

redistribution of stress during river incision.

Development of sliding zone17



Conclusions

 Brittle deformation features were classified into the following five classes: 

I ,C, J1, J2,D, and P according to the degree of deformation.

 In gravitational deformation ,Transitions between the above brittle 

deformation features were generally gradual, without sharply defined 

fracture surfaces. The fracture block in D zone has the shape of jigsaw-

fit, and we seldom found the plane structure in core. It’s different to 

Tectonic fault structure.

 Logging identified shear zones that consisted of D zone and P zone.

Shear zones were intermittent across the slope and had not formed a 
through-going master sliding zone.
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Thanks for listening
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